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basic brow wax

Enjoy an amazing brow shaping consultation
and a wax, trim and/or tweeze. 

This service includes a COMPLIMENTARY CHELLA BROW FILL for a beautiful brow
enhancement.
After waxing/tweezing your brows, your brow expert chooses the perfect color(s) to
fill in the brows, choosing between our smooth, long-wearing Eyebrow Cream
and/or perfectly precise Eyebrow Pencil (available in 9 colors) to create
natural-looking, fuller brows. 

SUGGESTED $25-50
DEPENDING ON YOUR BUSINESS

deluxe brow makeover

Take your Brows to WOW. This deluxe brow service includes the “Basic Brow Wax”
PLUS personalized instruction from your Brow Expert as she teaches you the art of
brow shaping and creation. Featuring Chella Beauty's How to Brow in 3 Easy Steps
guide, learn how to Fill, Define & Highlight your brows with a few simple steps!

SUGGESTED $50-75
DEPENDING ON YOUR BUSINESS

Chella deluxe brow makeover &
personalized product
Take your Brows to WOW as your brow expert teaches you the art of brow shaping
and creation. Plus, go home with the tools you need for brow success! 

A) Deluxe Makeover + Pencil Kit 
SUGGESTED SERVICE COST = COST OF DELUXE BROW MAKEOVER + KIT PRICE (KIT $75 VALUED AT $95)

The Custom Eyebrow Pencil Kit includes the Eyebrow Pencil which is perfectly Brow
shade-matched to you, a Clear Eyebrow Defining Gel, a skin shade-matched
Highlighter Pencil, & a Dual Blending Brush to carve out those brows. We will also
include a simple guide on how to do your brows at home!

B) Deluxe Makeover + Cream Kit 
SUGGESTED SERVICE COST = COST OF DELUXE BROW MAKEOVER + KIT PRICE (KIT $80 VALUED AT $100)

The Custom Eyebrow Cream Kit includes the Eyebrow Cream which is perfectly Brow
shade-matched to you, a Clear Eyebrow Defining Gel, a skin shade-matched
Highlighter Pencil, & a Dual Blending Brush to carve out those brows. We will also
include a simple guide on how to do your brows at home!



about us
Celebrate the joy of connection with Chella. Founded in 2003, we
have spent years dedicated to crafting the best in brow and eye
makeup essentials. We make creating an authentically
approachable look simple with our clean, vegan, products
containing high-quality ingredients. Available in a wide selection of
shades and hues, you can always be your truest self with Chella. 

fresh brows & eyes that match your vibe

clean, vegan beauty that cares
We are committed to creating products that are vegan, paraben-
free, gluten-free, and never tested on animals. It’s time for products
that help you glow inside and out.

DETAILS

contact us
YOUR ADDRESS  +00 99855005

www.company.com | mail@company.com
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